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    Activities to create mathematics are positioned in the essence of the subjects of mathematics , 
and it can be said that it is set as the foundation in the national curriculum and the course of study 
guidelines of mathematics in our country. We confirmed this by looking back on the 2017 edition 
of the national curriculum and the course of study guidelines of mathematics and some historically 
important matters. And the integrative thinking and developmental thinking are emphasized in 
today's qualification and capacity building. Based on that, we emphasized guidance on teaching, 
materializing and valuing perspectives and thinking, and handling cross-cutting in some 
mathematical activity situations. 
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15÷5＝3 (あまり 0）割りきれる 
 わり算 
16÷5＝3 あまり 1 
余りのある 
わり算 
17÷5＝3 あまり 2 
18÷5＝3 あまり 3 
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こで，「1 週間は 7 日だから，一列は 7つになって
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考え２：近い 7 の段（火曜日）から 6たす。 
      Ex. 7×3＋6＝27 
考え３：近い 7 の段（火曜日）から 1ひく。 
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金本良通（2012）「考え方の状況横断的な取扱い」
























































（原著 1947 年）． 
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